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Abstract: The Mega project -New Silk Road (NSR)- first announced by Chinese President Xi 

Jinping in 2013. With this project China aims to invest in infrastructure projects including 

railways and power grids in central, west and southwestern Asia: as well as Africa and 

Europe. The NSR initiatives will boost the interactions of the countries located along the Silk 

Road and on the possible economic corridors which may widen the map of current route. 

With this interaction some countries like China, Russia, Germany, etc., they may build close 

strategic partnerships to be ready for changing globe and global market.Moreover, with 

these upcoming strategic partnerships, China is going to take over the place of economic 

game makers with its supervision of global changes. This paper aims to conduct a desk 

research to analyze possible economic corridors for NSR. In this concept, the paper 

examines the possible upcoming environmental, global, political and economic changes and 

its effects on Asian countries economic integration on NSR. 

Keywords: The New Silk Road, Eurasia, Maritime and Pole Silk Road, cold war, Strategic 

Partnership, China JEL Codes: O33, R58, P21 

1. INTRODUCTION   

The Mega project of China, New Silk Road, covers different plans which are necessary based 

on Chinese government‟s opinion like investing in improvements of the economic conditions 

of the Asian continent. These innovations and improvements will make strong relations 

between New Silk Road (NSR) stakeholders. Thus, it is predicted to deepen the strategic 

partnership for the countries located along the New Silk Road routes. Even they may get in 

the cooperation for free trade zones. All these are to build the new market for Asia in Europe 

and Africa (Wang, 2015).    

Three continents - Asia, Africa and Europe (see Figure 1) - will be connected by the two 

routes which will make the international trade easier and support the underdeveloped 
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countries along the Silk Road routes by investing, and bringing the technology. Therefore, the 

initiatives of NSR is creating the new world for the underdeveloped Asian countries and 

changing the China`s perspective. Especially Asian countries will get more benefit from the 

project rather than the countries located far from Asia. Besides being important, it is priority 

for China. On the other hand, some Chinese provinces (such as Xinjiang, Gansu, Ningxia, 

Guangxi and Yunnan) taking the major role for the economic and infrastructure 

developments. The reason is these provinces located on the main route of the project. 

However, Xinjiang region is affected by the Islamic terrorism (Romanelli, 2015). What is 

more, it may create bad effect on China`s appearance both in Central Asia and Mediterranean 

region.  

 

Figure 1: New Silk Road Routes and Economy Corridors [Source: Mercator Institute for 

China Studies] 

To form the NSR initiatives is expected to be very long in the planned time that would be 

required to complete the local projects first. Based on the projects, 2049 is the planned date to 

get feedback from this Mega project. Therefore, that year is very meaningful for the future 

aspect of China and China`s economic growth. The reason is that China will market the 100
th

 

anniversary of its instauration. The Mega project of China covers the area of %70 of global 

population, %55 of GNP and %75 of known energy reserves. In addition, China invests in 

this Mega project is announced to be almost 300 billion USD and without considering the 

leverage effect. 
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As an example; China`s investment plans in the Silk Road project framework possibly covers 

that the roads and pipelines across Pakistan and Myanmar; the harbors in Bangladesh; the 

linked freight railway between Central Asia and Europe and so on. China`s planned budget 

for the project is nearly 1 trillion USD and the planned gain from the project is being close 

trade partners almost 40 countries with the return of 2.5 trillion USD within a decade. After 

creation of European Union it will be the role player of global economic diplomacy. 

To sum up, the NSR has a critical role as linkage from China to Southeast Asia which calls as 

Indo-Pacific Corridor; from Asia to Europe calls as Eurasia Corridor; and the Arctic which 

comes up with the new idea and located along the North Pole. These consolidate China`s 

economic connection as the most dynamic economies.  It has more beneficial for especially 

underdeveloped nations.  

 

2.  THE INDO-PACIFIC CORRIDOR 

This project, called “an international gateway to South Asia”, will connect Kunming, the 

capital of China's Yunnan Province, to India, Myanmar and Bangladesh by Highway and 

high-speed train. In addition to the land bridge, the airfield and waterways connecting the 

four countries will be built as well as the energy transmission lines and oil pipelines. The 

corridor will combine the market of more than four hundred million people, including West 

Bengal, India's fourth-largest city. 

The first impact, which is already well organized, is the union of the Indian and Pacific 

Oceans. Called as the Indo-Pacific, it is promoting by the People`s Republic of China but 

characterized in equal measure by regional actors responding to Beijing‟s provision. 

Maritime Asia is comparatively larger than the US, ASEAN and China (T.Kudaibergenova, 

2017). Its boundary is not limited to the eastern Indian Ocean. From South Africa to Nigeria, 

conversations on safety, development and trade in this region will now include actors from 

three continents. (Changfeng Suna ; Yu Liu, 2018) 

This project will connect China's Southern Region to Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Thailand, Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. Especially in this project, China is working on 

developing joint port projects with Malaysia, along the Malakka Strait, which is an important 

waterway. With this project, China's Southern Region will also be connected to the South 

China Sea. In addition, most of the countries that are parties to the South China Sea problem 

are within the scope of this project. 

The Indo-Pacific Economic Corridor project was aimed at expanding and modernizing a land 

route to the Gwadar port on the Pakistani coast of Oman, which started from Kashgar in the 
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Uighur Autonomous Region, west of China. This corridor will include a 2897-kilometer 

highway connecting China and Pakistan, rail lines and oil and natural gas pipelines. This 

project will connect China to Karachi with Gwadar Port. The idea of opening the western part 

of China to the Indian Ocean in a way that has been underdeveloped and far from Sea, has 

never been realized because of the slow economic development of the western part and the 

instability of Pakistan. 

Gwadar port opened for operation in 2017. He played an active role in the construction of 

China and became a shareholder in his business. Gwadar port is located near the Strait of 

Hormuz at the entrance of Basra Bay, so it is an important point in terms of security of the 

sea vessels that China calls the Maritime Silk Road and carries commercial goods, especially 

the oil coming from Basra Bay. This strategic position will allow China to export directly 

from the Western states. It will cut the distance of 12070 kilometers from the Middle East to 

China by 2414 kilometers. 

 

3. EURASIA CORRIDOR 

The second one is the combination of Europe and Asia into the consistent strategic system: 

Eurasia. Actually it is an old idea which stepped in the past, but today it has a new 

vocabulary. The interaction of markets and states from these once separated geographies is 

creating a new super-continental-sized interdependence. (Li, 2018) 

Yet this interdependence did not involve in any conflict: China‟s machines large over Europe 

and its promise to underwrite the continent‟s prosperity has proved too difficult to resist. 

Meanwhile, Moscow is exhibiting a new enthusiasm to reclaim its place as the archetypal 

Eurasian player and members of NATO continue to argue of their future role in the region. 

As these geopolitical tectonic plates both merge and clash, it is visible that East and West will 

set new terms of engagement. 

Since China's low cost manufacturing base has started to shift westward, it is preferred to 

send Chinese goods to Europe by rail from China's western region instead of ports in China's 

eastern regions. China's exports to Europe over the sea are longer in terms of time, but it is 

cheaper to ship on land by rail in terms of cost. This route extends from the former Soviet 

geography to Europe, from there to the shores of the Atlantic. This line reaches Kazakhstan 

through the old Soviet line, then to the city of Yekaterinburg of Russia, then to Kazan, 

Moscow, Belarus, Poland, Germany, France and London as the last stop. Now this line is a 

favorite line for China. This line has been experimented in the past months 

(KULAKLIKAYA, 2013). 
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In fact, the alternative of this line is the corridor that Turkey, which is perhaps shorter, calls 

the Middle Corridor, which China calls The Economic Corridor of China-Central Asia-West 

Asia. Turkey is continuing its insistence in the middle corridor where it tries to complete its 

infrastructure rapidly (Uluslararasi Politika Akademisi, 2017). China says it cares about this 

corridor and will use it effectively, but in practice, China's choice has become Russia's line. 

Undoubtedly, there are many reasons for this preference. First of all, even if China attaches 

importance to Iran, it is a possible threat of war because of the tension with the United States. 

Especially recently, it is claimed that China has taken a central corridor backup because of 

the problems Iran has experienced with the USA and the European Union.  

 

4. THE ARCTIC: THE IDEA OF POLE SILK ROAD 

Eventually, we have the Arctic which born as an unintended consequence of global warming. 

For the first time, the climate change will merge the politics of the Atlantic and the Pacific, 

even as it stimulates a clash between the configurations that exist in these regions.  

Currently there are two main sailing rotes through the Arctic, the Northwest Trail, which runs 

along the Canadian coast, and the Northeast Passage through Siberia, which is also the 

shortest route connecting northeast Asia and Western Europe (see Figure 2).  

The Northern Sea Route has been a tantalizing theory; global warming is renewing it as 

reality. The global shipping company -giant Maersk- for example, completed its first voyage 

unassisted by ice-breakers August 2018, even though the company expresses skepticism 

about the near-term viability of the route. However, the emergence of the Arctic geography 

will be far from frictionless and may well create a new distribution of wealth and power in 

the region. 
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Figure 2: Arctic Shipping Routes [Sources: Arctic Data; U.S. National Snow & Ice Data 

Center; NOAA; Reuters] 

As most Western governments currently share Maersk‟s ambiguity, Russia and China are 

doing heavy investments in building commercial infrastructure, naval capacity and military 

capabilities. In fact, as part of the Polar Silk Road objectives, now Beijing actively promotes 

Chinese enterprises to get benefit from the Northern Sea Route (SilvanaMalle, 2017). 

Furthermore, de-facto control over shipping routes in the region currently rests with Russia, 

which has assigned the power to grant shipping permits. The current position is the U.S.A. 

officials have already warned might contravene the UN Convention of the Law of the Seas. 

In 1956, Britain had gone to war to regain control of the Suez Canal. History may well repeat 

itself a few latitudes north without appropriate placements for Arctic governance. (Chang, 

2018) 

 

Figure 3: Pros & Cons of Eurasia, Indo-Pacific and Arctic Economic Corridors [Source: 

By author] 

As a result, the NSR project will serve to create advantageous conditions to combat security 

threats through the construction of strategies that will increase mutual trust among the 

countries of the region. It will help to establish a possible giant market model. Economists 

estimate that China will be connected to Central and Eastern Europe if these strategies are 

tried (Ayan, 2016). Currently, China is the largest trading partner in many countries on the 

Silk Road, the largest import market and the main investment country.  

The risks associated with this NSR project in China are very high. First of all, this project is 

built on three economic regions. But each of the regions is actually a separate world on its 

own. Therefore, China is concerned about how well its resources are able to support and 
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sustain these projects in the three major geopolitical regions at the same time, so that it can 

carry out an economic-based project. Not only the economic resources, but also the 

bureaucratic structure and the state of the experts who will implement are a separate concern 

(Adıbelli, 2018). What`s more is, the biggest risk to China's NSR project is security issues in 

transit routes. Also there are external problems. For example, the problems between India and 

Pakistan due to Kashmir, the dispute over the disputed islands in the South China Sea with 

the ASEAN countries, the demands of independence of the Belucians living in Belucus, 

where the Gwad in Pakistan is located, and the US support of it, the US-Iranian friction, and 

the recent threat of deepening of the Uyghur militants in Afghanistan.   

To sum up, if China wants to accomplish this project, it should take more responsibility in 

world politics while maintaining its economic power and showing its color and attitude 

instead of abstaining from the United Nations Security Council on matters that are 

particularly important. In order to overcome the threats the project will face, it must develop 

collective defense cooperation mechanisms in the field of security. In this context, the 

Shanghai Cooperation Organization must be given a military identity. However, it should be 

ensured that this military identity is not abused by certain countries. 

5. FUTURE ASPECTS OF COMBINING THREE CONTINENTS 

The impact of these three geographies will reshape the 21st-century world order. Till today, 

this process has no simultaneous example in the past. There will be no single defining 

moment when a new order will be born. In place, the global politics and economic 

cooperation will operate in 50 shades of grey for the foreseeable future. 

In case of uniting of Asia, Europe and Africa, there are five trends which deserve attention: 

 First of all, the major thing is the hazard of partitioned cold wars over geographies. 

Not at all like the 20th century, this pressure will not be bipolar and each actor's 

inspirations, implies and objectives will contrast. Whether it is the Himalayan cold 

war between India and China, the Arctic chill between Russia, Europe and the United 

States, or the Mediterranean melee between the EU and China, numerous powers will 

work out impact over these geographies and will compete at the crossing point of 

social, commercial and military spaces. (SergeyKaraganov, 2018) 

 Secondly, more "coalitions of convenience” are likely to develop over these 

geographies. In a dubious and flow able world arrange, issue-based organizations may 

perhaps have outsized impact over certain discussions. Russia, for illustration, is 
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entering the abraded in Afghanistan after about three decades with offer assistance 

from Iran and China, whereas India and France are participating on oceanic security 

and advancement. China is joining forces with Greenland – in the midst of much 

anguish in Denmark – to cement its Cold claims. In case worldwide educate fall flat to 

oversee developing geographies, such coalitions will likely duplicate. 

 Possible new institutional discussions can be taken part as third one. As of now, the 

European Union claiming a stake in the Indian Ocean Rim Association and ASEAN 

states are making suggestions to the Arctic Council. Those major subjects and 

organizations are going beyond to the 20
th

 century mental maps in search of new 

commercial and strategic opportunities. For example, it is truly unbelievable that 

NATO and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) might have a talk about 

Eurasian security and connectivity. 

 Following one is the initiation of the Arctic will test the capability of strength to 

ensure the security as public good all over the world. It means, with the geopolitics 

passages such as Suez Canal potentially getting its expiration. The essential to secure 

the Arctic sea lanes may get away previous routes devoid of powers willing to secure 

them (Chang, The „21st Century Maritime Silk Road Initiative‟ and naval diplomacy 

in China, 2018).  

 Finally, the institutional framework will also evolve in response to these changes. It is 

obvious that current international institutions have no fully respond to the needs of 

emerging economies and developing countries (Anaytical Media "Eurasian Studies", 

2016). Then, which foundations or institutions will be critical for these geographies? 

Will the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) take the role of the World Bank 

in Asia or will new international foundations emerge from countries like India, Russia 

and Germany? Will the UN be central to conversations on peace and security, or will 

regional institutions like the SCO and the Arctic Council strengthen their own norms 

and rules? 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

Within the 20
th 

century, multilateral institutions were perceived to be mitigators and managers 

of conflict. That classical wisdom may be turned on its head presently, given that competing 

centers of power will generate their own institutional arrangements for providing influence. 

Therefore, an organization like Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) may set itself as 

the gatekeeper of Eurasian stability which has up to this point played this role.  
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The essential thing is how the states imagine the world! Their strategic plans impose the 

diplomatic presidencies, strategic economic cooperation and security agreements. The impact 

of new geographies is convincing states to reimagining their worldview. 

Today, in the 21
st
 century, East and West are meaningless constructs. The more matter is how 

actors and institutions overcome the conflicts that will unavoidably arise in Indo-Pacific, 

Eurasia and the Arctic. This is that strange and unique moment when global governance is 

more than the sum of its parts or individual regional conflicts. 
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